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**Automobile industry and trade Personnel management Korea (South). Automobile industry and trade Personnel management Japan. Hyundaе Chadongch`a Chusik Hoesa (Korea)--Personnel management. Toyota Jid`osa K`ogy`o o Kabushiki Kaisha--Personnel management. Hyundai.**


**Unemployment Effect of unemployment insurance on Econometric models. Unemployment Canada Econometric models. Insurance, Unemployment Canada Econometric models. Labor turnover Canada Econometric models.**

Labor Markets and Labor Mobility

Alcoholism and employment United States.


Foreign trade and employment Econometric models.  Wages Econometric models.


Labor supply--Costa Rica--San José.  Wages--Costa Rica--San José.


Afro-American women executives.  Promotions United States.
   *Clerks. Occupational mobility. Vocational interests.*


   *Labor mobility United States. Employees Training of United States.*


   *Wages Korea (South). Labor supply Korea (South).*

   *Unemployed United States.*

   *Pensions United States.*

   *Occupational mobility. Organization.*


   *Wages. Labor supply. Psychology, Industrial.*

Gruenfeld.

Job satisfaction. Labor mobility.


Labor mobility Mathematical models.


Labor mobility United States. Labor mobility Case studies.


Labor supply Trinidad and Tobago. Unemployment Trinidad and Tobago.


Migration, Internal United States. Labor supply United States.


1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand. Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.

Labor Markets and Labor Mobility
1963. M.S. Bradley, Michael Edward.  Some aspects of the labor supply problem in the underdeveloped countries.
Labor supply.  Developing countries.  Economic development.


Labor supply United States.  Wages United States Research.


Cornell University.  College of Engineering.  Engineers.  Engineers Salaries, etc.